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ABSTRACT
Collaborative Filtering (CF) by learning from the wisdom of crowds

has become one of the most important approaches to recommender

systems research, and various CF models have been designed and

applied to different scenarios. However, a challenging task is how

to select the most appropriate CF model for a specific recommenda-

tion task. In this paper, we propose a Unified Collaborative Filtering

framework based on Graph Embeddings (UGrec for short) to solve

the problem. Specifically, UGrec models user and item interactions

within a graph network, and sequential recommendation path is

designed as a basic unit to capture the correlations between users

and items. Mathematically, we show that many representative rec-

ommendation approaches and their variants can be mapped as

a recommendation path in the graph. In addition, by applying a

carefully designed attention mechanism on the recommendation

paths, UGrec can determine the significance of each sequential

recommendation path so as to conduct automatic model selection.

Compared with state-of-the-art methods, our method shows signif-

icant improvements for recommendation quality. This work also

leads to a deeper understanding of the connection between graph

embeddings and recommendation algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems have become an important research area

with the success of collaborative filtering methods over the decades,

and a lot of work has been conducted in both industry and academia.

Broadly speaking, most of the frequently used collaborative filtering

algorithms can be classified as either non-sequential models [14,

19, 26] or sequential models [10, 27, 35, 41], and they have achieved

important success in different recommendation scenarios.

The non-sequential approach learns a user’s preference on each

individual item so as to calculate the matching score between the

user and an item, and then ranks the items according to the scores

to generate a recommendation list. One of the most representative

methods that falls into this category is Matrix Factorization (MF)

[19] as well as its deep generalizations such as Neural Collabo-

rative Filtering (NCF) [14], which learn the user and item vector

representations and calculate the matching score based on vector

product or a prediction network. Since user/item representations

are usually learned based on all of the historical information, the

related methods are good at capturing the general tastes of users

by aggregating a user’s complete purchase history.

Sequential approaches, on the other hand, attempt to capture

the transition relationship between two or more adjacent items in

user purchasing sequences so as to learn the sequential dynamics

between items, and the transition relationships can be captured by,

for example, factorizing the transition matrix [10, 27] or recurrent

neural models [15, 31, 41]. Recently, researchers have also explored

models that can capture both the user general preferences and the

item dependencies for recommendation [6, 33, 35, 37, 40] so as to

improve the recommendation performance.

Though these approaches are widely used in many real-world

systems, each recommendation method may only be suitable for a

certain type of recommendation scenario, and practitioners some-

times have to implement and compare different models so as to

understand the their nature and to select the best one. The different

modeling strategies of different methods raise an interesting yet

important question: Given a specific recommendation scenario or

a target user, which recommendation approach or specific model is

https://doi.org/10.1145/3331184.3331224
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more suitable to generate good recommendations? Manually test-

ing each recommendation model so as to select the best one would

require significant efforts.

In this paper, we propose a Unified Collaborative Filtering frame-

work over Graph Embeddings (UGrec for short) to solve this prob-

lem. UGrec models user and item interactions in a graph network,

and it embeds both entities and relations of the graph into a low-

dimensional space. Specifically, UGrec defines the Sequential Rec-
ommendation Path as a basic unit to capture the correlation between
users and items. In this way, their implicit interactions can be turned

into a collection of explicitly paths. Mathematically, we show that

many representative recommendation approaches or their variants

can be mapped as different sequential recommendation paths in the

graph. Based on these paths, UGrec utilizes an attention mechanism

to determine the importance of the paths for each user-item pair,

and more interestingly, we show that this is actually conducing

automatic model selection on user-item pair level. Overall, the key

contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:

• We propose a unified collaborative filtering framework over

graph embeddings to learn the user and item interactions

for recommendation. Based on this framework, we design

sequential recommendation paths to capture the inherent

relationships between users and items explicitly.

• Mathematically, we show that each type of sequential recom-

mendation path in our model corresponds to one particular

recommendation method. As a result, our model has the abil-

ity to unify several representative recommendation methods,

including both sequential and non-sequential approaches.

• We propose an attention mechanism to measure the signif-

icance of each sequential recommendation path for each

user-item pair. In this way, UGrec has the power to conduct

automatic model selection on per user-item pair level, which

provides good explainability about which model is more

important to predict the relevance for a user-item pair.

• Empirically we show that our model can consistently out-

perform state-of-the-art baselines under different metrics

for personalized recommendation, including sequential, non-

sequential, joint-modeling, and graph-based baselines.

The following part of this paper is organized as follows. We firstly

discuss related work in section 2, and in section 3 we introduce

our framework. Experimental results and discussions are provided

in section 4, and we conclude the work and highlight the future

research directions in section 5.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide a brief overview of the related work

from three perspectives, including the non-sequential approach, se-

quential approach, and the graph-based recommendation methods.

2.1 Non-sequential Recommendation
Non-sequential approach is one of the classical approaches to rec-

ommendation systems. Due to its long-time research history and

the wide scope of literature, it is hardly possible to cover all non-

sequential recommendation algorithms, so we review some rep-

resentative methods in this subsection. Overall, non-sequential

approaches try to learn the user-item matching scores to generate

recommendation list. Early approaches consider the user-item rat-

ing matrix and conduct rating prediction with user-based [18] or

item-based [23, 28] collaborative filtering methods. In these meth-

ods, user and item rating vector is considered as the representation

vector for each user and item.

With the development of dimension reduction methods, latent

factor models such as matrix factorization are later widely adopted

in recommender systems, such as singular value decomposition ,

non-negative matrix factorization, and probabilistic matrix factor-

ization,etc. In these approaches, each user and item is learned as a

latent factor representation to calculate the matching score of each

user-item pair.

Recently, the development of deep learning and neural network

models has further extended collaborative filtering methods for

recommendation. The relevant methods can be broadly classified

into two sub-categories: similarity learning approach, and represen-

tation learning approach. The similarity learning approach adopts

simple user/item representations (e.g., from one-hot) and learns a

complex prediction network as the similarity function to calculate

user-item matching scores [13, 14], while the representation learn-

ing approach learns rich user/item representations and adopts a

simple similarity function (e.g., inner product) for matching score

calculation [34, 44, 46].

Another important research direction is learning to rank for

recommendation, which learns the relative ordering of items instead

of the absolute preference scores. The most representative method

on this direction is perhaps Bayesian personalized ranking [26],

which is a pair-wise learning to rank method. It is also further

generalized to take other information sources such as images [12].

2.2 Sequential Recommendation
To capture the sequential dynamic relationship between items,

sequential recommendation leverages user historical records in an

ordered way for future behavior prediction and recommendation.

By integrating matrix factorization and Markov chains, factor-

ized personalized Markov chains (FPMC) [27] embeds the transition

information between adjacent behaviors into the item latent factors

for recommendation, and the hierarchical representation model

(HRM) [35] further extends the idea by leveraging representation

learning as latent factors. These methods mostly model the local

sequential patterns between every two adjacent records [41].

Tomodelmultiple-step sequential behaviors, [10] adoptedMarkov

chains to provide recommendations with sparse sequences, and

[41] proposed the dynamic recurrent basket model (DREAM) to

capture global sequential patterns and to learn dynamic user in-

terest representations based on recurrent neural network (RNN).

Similarly, [15, 31] leveraged users’ previous clicking and purchasing

behaviors to model short-term preferences with RNN for session-

based recommendation. On the other hand, [9] adopted a metric

space learning approach to learn additive user-item relations for

sequential recommendation, and the method is further generalized

to factorization machines for sequential recommendation [25]. Re-

cently, researchers have also explored memory networks [4] and

knowledge graphs [17] for sequential recommendation.

Beyond recommendation in e-commerce, sequential recommen-

dation has also been applied to various application scenarios such



as POI recommendation [5, 7], music recommendation [3, 8, 36],

and browsing recommendation [45].

2.3 Graph Embedding-based Recommendation
Because we leverage graph embeddings for unified collaborative

filtering in this work, we also provide a review of the graph-based

approaches to recommendation. Graph-based recommendation ex-

plores different types of relationships in heterogeneous networks

to improve the recommendation performance [2, 20, 30, 44]. Yu et

al. [42] took advantage of different types of entity relationships in

heterogeneous information network and proposed a personalized

recommendation framework for implicit feedbacks. Hu et al. [16]

proposed a two-phase framework to utilize the heterogenous so-

cial networks for improving the effectiveness of offline sales. Shi

et al. proposed a heterogeneous information network embedding

based approach to utilize auxiliary information in networks for

recommendation [29]. All of these work demonstrated that not all

the connections in a heterogeneous social network are useful for

recommendation. Recently translation-based embedding approach

is widely applied to large-scale knowledge graphs [1, 21]. For ex-

ample, TransE [1] considers the relationships by interpreting them

as a translation operation over low-dimensional embeddings of

the entities. Inspired by this assumption, He et al. [9] introduced

a translation-based method to model the semantic relationships

between entities for recommendation, and Xie et al. [38] learned

graph-based POI embeddings for location-based recommendation.

Vahedian et al. [32] explored a random walk sampling approach

and applied it to generate extended meta-paths in weighted hetero-

geneous networks for recommendation.

To the best of our knowledge, the most related work with ours is

the translation-based method to model third-order relationships for

large-scale sequential prediction [9]. However, this approach only

exploits the direct connections between user and item to predict the

potential relations between entities, while in our approach, we build

connections between a pair of entities by considering multiple-hop

Table 1: A summary of key notations in this work.

Notation Explanation

eiu , e
j
v

Entities corresponding to the i-th user and

the j-th item respectively

E The set of entities

r1, r2 relations corresponding to buy and before
R The set of relations {r1, r2}

p A Sequential Recommendation Path

P The set of paths for a user-item pair

®eiu , ®e
j
v , ®p,®r1,®r2

Embedding vectors of user, item, path,

and relations

S The set of all observed user-item pairs

S′
The set of negative sampling user-item pairs

Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v )

The attention function to analyze the

significance of the selected path p

D(eiu , e
j
v ) The distance function for a pair (eiu , e

j
v )

d(eiu ,p, e
j
v ) The distance function for a triple (eiu ,p, e

j
v )

buy

buy

buy

before

before

before

before

before

buy

Figure 1: An example of the graph network between user eiu
and item e

j
v . e1v , e2v , e3v and e

j
v are all items that user eiu pur-

chased, where t(eiu , e
1

v ) < t(eiu , e
2

v ) < (eiu , e
3

v ) < t(eiu , e
j
v ). Let

r1 and r2 denote buy and before relations, respectively, then
{r1}, {r1, e1v , r2},{e1v , r2}, {r1, e2v , r2}, {e2v , r2}, {r1, e3v , r2}, {e3v , r2},
{r1, e

2

v , r2, e
3

v , r2},{e2v , r2, e3v , r2}, {r1, e
1

v , r2, e
2

v , r2},{e1v , r2, e2v , r2},
{r1, e

1

v , r2, e
2

v , r2, e
3

v , r2}, and {e1v , r2, e
2

v , r2, e
3

v , r2} are the recom-
mendation paths between user eiu and item e

j
v .

sequential recommendation paths, and each type of recommenda-

tion path represents a particular recommendation algorithms, so

that the framework unifies several representative algorithms and

conducts model selection automatically.

3 THE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first introduce the problem formalization of per-

sonalized recommendation in graph network, and then describe

the proposed UGrec framework in detail. In particular, we analyze

how to map previous recommendation approaches to specific rec-

ommendation paths in the graph. We finally present the model

learning and prediction procedure.

3.1 Notations and Definitions
For easy understanding, we present the basic notations and defini-

tions that will be used throughout the following task. Let eiu and

e
j
v denote the i-th user and j-th item, respectively, we construct a

directed graph with eiu being the starting node and e
j
v being the

ending node. The graph involves two types of relations, which are

buy and before. The buy relation (denoted as r1) connected a user

and an item, which means that a user purchased an item, and the

before relation (denoted as r2) connects two items, which means

that the user purchased one item before another item. We use E to

denote the set of all the entities in the graph, and use R = {r1, r2}
to denote the set of relations.

Moreover, we use t(eiu , e
j
v ) to represent the timestamp that user

eiu purchased item e
j
v . Notations used throughout the paper are

summarized in Table 1. For a triple (eiu ,p, e
j
v ), we use p to represent

the Sequential Recommendation Path connecting eiu and e
j
v in the

graph network, which is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Sequential Recommendation Path for a triple
(eiu ,p, e

j
v ). A Sequential Recommendation Path (SRP for short) p =

{r1, e
1

v , r2, e
2

v , ..., r2, e
k
v , r2} is a series of relations and entities that



connect the user eiu and the item e
j
v , we use |p | to represent the or-

der of path p, which is the total number of entities and relations on
the path. Given any two entities {emv , e

n
v } ∈ p, where emv and env

represent the m-th and n-th entitiy in p, they keep the sequential
property: {t(eiu , e

m
v )<t(eiu , e

n
v )|m<n}, which means that if the path

flows through emv before env , then e
m
v should be purchased earlier than

env . We use this property to keep the time ordering of the entities in
the path.

Figure 1 gives an example of all the sequential recommendation

paths between eiu and e
j
v . As we can see, based on the definition of

the Sequential Recommendation Path, we can remove most of the

illogical paths. For example, path {r1, e
3

v , r2, e
2

v , r2, e
1

v , r2} violates
the sequential property. In this way, we can reduce the analytic

space and focus on valid paths that reflect meaningful relationships

between users and items.

Given the notations and definitions introduced above, our task

is to select the most accurate model to predict which items that a

user will most likely purchase.

3.2 UGrec
In this section, we introduce our Unified Collaborative Filtering

framework over Graph Embeddings (UGrec) in detail. UGrec mod-

els the connections between users and items based on Sequential
Recommendation Path mined from users’ purchase histories. In

order to analyze the significance of each sequential recommenda-

tion path, UGrec utilizes an attention mechanism to determine the

significance of each path. Based on this, a meticulously designed

translation learning objective function is finally used for model

inference and prediction. Figure 2 shows the architecture of UGrec.

Specifically, UGrec learns over the entity set E and the rela-

tion set R, and encodes both entities and relations into a low-

dimensional embedding space. More formally, let ®eiu denote the

user entity vector, ®e
j
v denote the item entity vector, and ®p denote

the path representation. For each triple (eiu ,p, e
j
v ), we borrow the

idea of TransE [1] and consider the sequential recommendation

path p as a translation vector ®p between the two entity vectors ®eiu
and ®eiv . More formally, if eiu prefers e

j
v according the sequential

recommendation path p, what we want is ®eiu + ®p ≈ ®e
j
v , which means

that according to some distance metric d(·), ®e
j
v should be close

to ®eiu + ®p. More generally, the distance will be small if the triple

(eiu ,p, e
j
v ) holds; otherwise, the distance will be large. In this paper,

we use the Euclidean distance to measure the distance between

®eiu + ®p and ®e
j
v , which is defined as follows:

d(eiu ,p, e
j
v ) =

1

2

®eiu + ®p − ®e
j
v
2

(1)

For a pair (eiu , e
j
v ), given all sequential recommendation paths con-

necting eiu and e
j
v , the distance between e

i
u and e

j
v is further written

as:

D(eiu , e
j
v ) =

∑
p∈P

Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v ) · d(e

i
u ,p, e

j
v ) (2)

where P represents the set of sequential recommendation paths

that connect eiu and e
j
v . Because the sequential recommendation

paths are not equally reliable, in this paper, we use Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v ) to

indicate the significance of the sequential recommendation path p,

…

�� ����
� ��

�

aggregation

attention

=+

…��
�

Figure 2: The conceptual architecture of UGrec. UGrec uses
ADD operation to obtain the embedding of a sequential rec-
ommendation path, and then an attentionmechanism is uti-
lized to calculate the significance of the selected path.

which is calculated as follows:

Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v ) =

e−d (e
i
u ,p,e

j
v )∑

p′∈P e−d (e
i
u ,p′,e

j
v )

(3)

As we can see, Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v ) can be considered as an attention score

applied on top of path p to adjust its significance, which helps

our model to learn the importance of each path. Formally, given

the sequential recommendation path p, we define a composition

operation to obtain the path embedding, which is written as ®p =
®r1 ◦ ®e1v · · · ◦ ®r2. For simplicity, to obtain the representation of p,
we consider the ADD operation [22] to sum up the vectors of all

relations and entities, which is formalized as:

®p = ®r1 +
∑k

i=1
(®r2 + ®eiv ) (4)

In this way, given a set of pairs S = {(eiu , e
j
v )}, the objective func-

tion of UGrec is formalized as follows:

LUGrec =
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

{ ∑
(e−u ,e

j
v )∈S

′

[
γ + D(eiu , e

j
v ) − D(e−u , e

j
v )
]
+

+
∑

(e iu ,e−v )∈S′

[
γ + D(eiu , e

j
v ) − D(eiu , e

−
v )
]
+

}
s .t . ∥e ∥2 = 1,∀e ∈ E (5)

where γ > 0 is a margin hyper parameter, [x]+ =max(0;x) returns
the maximum between 0 and x , S′

is set of negative triples:

S′ = {(e−u , e
j
v )} ∪ {(eiu , e

−
v )} (6)

namely, for each observed pair (eiu , e
j
v ) ∈ S, we replace the user (or

item) entity to some other entity e−u (or e−v ) that is not connected
to the original item (or user), which are sampled according the

uniform distribution. Intuitively, the objective function will favor

lower distance scores for valid triples compared with those invalid

triples, and similar to TransE [1], the ℓ2-norm constraint on en-

tity embeddings help to prevent the training process to trivially

minimize L by artificially increasing entity embeddings.

3.3 Connections with Recommendation Models
In this section, we discuss the connection between the UGrec frame-

work and previous recommendation models. We show that many

representative recommendation algorithms, including both sequen-

tial and non-sequential approaches, can be considered as special

cases of UGrec when ®r1 = ®r2 = 0 (no translation), Pr (p |eiu , e
j
v ) = 1



(equal attention), and γ=0 (no marginal loss). In this way, each rec-

ommendation algorithm corresponds to a certain type of sequential

recommendation path in the UGrec model.

3.3.1 Matrix Factorization (1-order). To show that UGrec

can reduce to certain types of non-sequential approach, we only

keep the 1-order sequential recommendation path {r1}. In this

way, there is only one sequential recommendation path for each

(eiu , e
j
v ) pair. We further set S′

=∅, and refer to this reduced model

as UGrecmf , whose objective function is then written as follows:

Lmf =
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

[
γ + D(eiu , e

j
v )
]
+
=

∑
(e iu ,e

j
v )∈S

D(eiu , e
j
v )

=
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

1

2

(®eiu2 + ®e jv 2 − 2®eiu · ®e
j
v

)
(7)

In UGrec, because the ℓ2-norm of the embedding for each en-

tity is 1, then the objective function is further written as Lmf =∑
(e iu ,e

j
v )∈S

(
1 − ®eiu · ®e

j
v
)
. As we can see, in this case UGrec is ac-

tually factorizing a user-item interaction matrix to maximize the

similarity between positive user-item pairs, where the user-item

interaction is a binary matrix.

3.3.2 Bayesian Personalized Ranking (1-order). For each
pair (eiu , e

j
v ), if we only sample one negative pair (eiu , e

−
v ), the model

is referred to as UGrecbpr , and the objective function becomes:

Lbpr =
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

∑
(e iu ,e−v )∈S

′

D(eiu , e
j
v ) − D(eiu , e

−
v )

=
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

d(eiu , {r1}, e
j
v ) − d(eiu , {r1}, e

−
v )

=
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

(
®eiu · ®e−v − ®eiu · ®e

j
v
)

(8)

In this way, UGrecbpr is actually conducting pair-wise learning to

rank similar to Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR).

3.3.3 Factorized Markov Chains (2-order). We leave out

user embeddings and only consider the item to item transitions,

and take the 2-order path p = {ekv , r2} while setting S′
=∅, then

UGrec with this new architecture is denoted as UGrecf mc , whose

reduced objective function is as follows:

Lf mc =
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

D(eiu , e
j
v ) =

∑
(e iu ,e

j
v )∈S

1

2

®ekv − ®e
j
v
2

=
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

1

2

(®ekv 2 + ®e jv 2 − 2®ekv · ®e
j
v
)

=
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

(1 − ®ekv · ®e
j
v ) (9)

where ekv∈p. In this case, UGrecmc reduces to a factorized Markov

chain model.

3.3.4 Three-order Models. We analyze the loss function of

UGrec under 3-order paths. Specifically, we take the 3-order path

{r1, e
k
v , r2}, and for each pair (eiu , e

j
v ), we also sample one negative

Table 2: Relationships between sequential recommendation
path and representative recommendation models.

Sequential Recommendation Path Reduced Model Path Order(
e iu, p = {r1 }, e

j
v
)

MF, BPR |p |=1(
p = {ekv , r2 }, e

j
v
)

FMC |p |=2(
e iu, p = {r1, ekv , r2 }, e

j
v
)

FPMC, TransRec |p |=3(
e iu, p = {r1, e1v , r2, · · · , e

k
v , r2 }, e

j
v
)

- |p | > 3

pair (eiu , e
−
v ). The new architecture is denoted as UGrec3, and the

new objective function can be written as :

L3 =
∑

(e iu ,e
j
v )∈S

∑
(e iu ,e−v )∈S′

[
D(eiu , e

j
v ) − D(eiu , e

−
v )
]
+

=
1

2

∑
(e iu ,e

j
v )∈S

(®eiu + ®p − ®e
j
v
2 − ®eiu + ®p − ®e−v

2)
=

∑
(e iu ,e

j
v )∈S

(
(®eiu + ®ekv ) · ®e

−
v − (®eiu + ®ekv ) · ®e

j
v
)

(10)

The 3-order path p only contains one item entity ekv , where

t(eiu , e
k
v )<t(e

i
u , e

j
v ) according to the sequential property. In this case,

UGrec3 is similar to FPMC [27] and TransRec [9]. Compared with

these models, UGrec3 also consists of two key components, which

are the inner product of the user and item latent factors, and the

inner product of the latent factors between the previous and the

next item. The only difference is that FPMC and TransRec apply

Bayesian learning on top of L3 for model optimization.

3.3.5 Selection of Distance Metrics. In fact, if we design dif-

ferent distance metrics when selecting different sequential rec-

ommendation paths, the models mentioned above can be exactly

equivalent to a special case of UGrec. Take Matrix Factorization

as an example, if we use the following distance metric to replace

Equation (1), then according to Equation (7), Matrix Factorization

can be exactly mapped into the 1-order sequential recommendation

path.

d(eiu ,p, e
j
v ) =

1

2

®eiu + ®p − ®e
j
v
4
F =

1

2

(1 − 2®eiu · ®e
j
v )

2
(11)

However, considering the simplicity and generalization ability

of our framework, we use Euclidean distance as the unique distance

metric for optimization in this work. Based on the above analysis,

we can see that UGrec is a general framework that has the ability

to subsume several known recommendation methods, and it also

includes a lot of newmethods (higher-order recommendation paths)

that we do not know before. By applying attentions on different

recommendation paths, we can aggregate the power of multiple

recommendation models to produce the best prediction.

3.4 Learning and Prediction
In order to learn the parameters of the UGrec model, we employ

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to minimize the loss function.

For each entity, we constrain the ℓ2-norm of the embeddings as 1,

which prevents the training process to trivially minimize the loss

by artificially increasing entity embeddings norms [1]. We then



Table 3: Statistics of the datasets used in our experiments.

Dataset Type #Users #Items #SRP

Cell Phones E-commerce 27,879 10,429 4,769,020

Cloths E-commerce 39,387 23,033 7,232,142

Beauty E-commerce 22,363 12,101 6,445,670

Foursquare POI 1,083 38,333 836,635

MovieLens 1M Movie 6,040 3,706 2,982,507

randomly select a valid triple from the training set for learning.

However, in the learning procedure, we observe two key challenges.

One is that for each pair (eiu , e
j
v ), there is a large number of paths

in the graph. Though we define the sequential recommendation path
to limit paths, the number of valid paths are still beyond computa-

tional power. Thus in our learning procedure, we limit the order of

the selected sequential recommendation paths to approximate the

original objective. Specifically, we consider 4 types of paths mined

from the graph network, as shown in Table 2, and for the last type,

the maximum order is 10.

The other challenge is that the performance of our model may

not always be stable. The reason lies in the random initialization of

the entities and relations, because in the first a few iterations, the

entity and relation representations have not been well optimized,

and directly using Eq.(3) to calculate the attention weights becomes

unreliable to the model. To solve the problem, we adopt the burn-in
training strategy: (1) In the first nb training iterations, for each

pair (eiu , e
j
v ), we set Pr (p |e

i
u , e

j
v ) =

1

|P |
, where |P | is the number of

sequential recommendation paths, i.e., we take all the paths equally

important in the first nb iterations. (2) After the burn-in period, we

then calculate the significance of each sequential recommendation

path according to Eq. (3) in the following iterations.

With the learned entities and relations, given a user eiu and a

candidate item e
j
v , we calculate D(e

i
u , e

j
v ) according to Equation (2),

and then construct the top-N recommendation list by ranking the

items in descending order of the distance.

4 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate our proposed models by comparing

with many state-of-the-art methods. We begin by introducing the

experimental setup, and then analyze the experimental results.

4.1 Dataset
Weevaluate different recommendation algorithms over five datasets,

including three e-commerce recommendation datasets, one POI rec-

ommendation dataset, and one movie rating dataset.

• Amazon comprises large corpora of reviews and timestamps

on various products
1
. The dataset is from Amazon.com and

spans from May 1996 to July 2014. We adopt three sub-

datasets of diverse size and sparsity, which are Clothing,

Cell Phone, and Beauty [11, 24].

• Foursquare includes a large number of user check-ins at

different venues from April 12, 2012 to February 16, 2013. In

this work we use the check-in data in New York city
2
[39].

1
http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

2
https://www.kaggle.com/chetanism/foursquare-nyc-and-tokyo-checkin-dataset

• MovieLens 1M is a popular recommendation dataset that

contains 1,000,209 anonymous ratings of movies made by

MovieLens users who joined MovieLens in 2000
3
.

For each dataset, we select the first 70% of the interactions from each

user based on timestamp to construct the training set, and adopt

the remaining 30% for testing. In this way we hope to simulate the

real-world scenario where we use known user behaviors to predict

future behaviors. Details of the datasets are shown in Table 3.

4.2 Baselines
We take the following representative and state-of-the-art methods

as baselines for performance comparison:

• MF: Matrix Factorization, which is a model-based collabora-

tive filtering method
4
.

• FMC: Factorized Markov Chain, which captures the global

sequential dynamics by factorizing the item-to-item transi-

tion matrix [27].

• PER: Personalized Entity Recommendation [42], which treats

the structural knowledge as a heterogeneous information

network and extracts meta-path based latent features to rep-

resent the connectivity between users and items.

• FPMC: FPMC [27] uses a predictor that combines Matrix

Factorization and Factorized Markov Chains so that person-

alized Markov behaviors can be captured.

• HRM: HRM [35] extends FPMC by aggregation operations

(e.g., max pooling) to model complex user-item and item-

item interactions.

• TransRec: A unified method that models the user prefer-

ences and sequential dynamics based on translations [9].

• DREAM: A hybrid model that leverages recurrent neural

network to model the dynamic representation of users and

the sequential relationship between items [41].

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
For evaluation, we adopt the widely used F1-measure, Hit, and

NDCG as our evaluation metrics. We provide top-N recommenda-

tion list for each user in the testing set, where N=10. We performed

significant tests using the paired t-test. Differences are considered

statistically significant when the p−value is lower than 0.05.

4.4 Parameter Settings
All the embedding vectors are randomly initialized in the range of

(0, 1). For fair comparison, we select the best learning rate for each

method in the range of {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, and vector

dimension is tuned in the range of {100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350}.

We update them by conducting stochastic gradient descent (SGD).

For PRE, we use the “user-item-user-item” formatted meta-path

features, which is also adopted in [42, 43]. For HRM, we use max

pooling strategy and set the drop rate as 0.5. For TransRec, we used

the ℓ2-normalization. For UGrec
5
, we set γ as 0.1, and the number

of negative samples κ = 5 in Eq.(5).

3
http://files.grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/

4
https://pypi.org/project/mflib/

5
Code is published at anonymous site.



Table 4: Performance on Top-10 recommendation between the baselines and our model (all the values in the table are per-
centage numbers with % omitted). The best performance in each row is underlined, and the starred numberes represent best
baseline performance. The last column shows the absolute improvement of our results against the best baseline, which is
significant at p-value≤0.05.

Dataset Metric

Non-Sequential Sequential Model Graph-Based Model

Improve

MF PER FMC FPMC HRM DREAM TransRec UGrec

Beauty

F1-measure 1.53 1.69 1.85 2.11 2.11 2.24
∗

2.09 3.29 1.05

Hit 10.1 13.4 13.1 14.3 14.5 15.7
∗

14.1 20.2 4.50

NDCG 4.87 5.57 6.12 7.31 7.54 8.12
∗

7.51 10.7 2.58

Cell Phone

F1-measure 2.93 3.03 3.13 3.33
∗

3.26 3.32 3.24 4.53 1.21

Hit 7.68 10.7 20.1 21.3 22.3 23.2
∗

21.1 26.6 3.40

NDCG 3.67 5.98 8.44 10.1 11.5 12.4
∗

10.4 14.5 2.10

Clothing

F1-measure 0.95 1.02 1.52 2.05 2.14 2.35
∗

2.01 3.81 1.46

Hit 7.46 9.76 18.2 19.2 20.1 20.7
∗

19.3 23.4 2.70

NDCG 1.79 2.61 9.57 10.9 11.1 12.1
∗

10.1 13.4 1.30

Foursquare

F1-measure 1.32 1.63 3.81 4.12 4.52 4.60
∗

4.12 5.73 1.13

Hit 20.3 24.5 50.2 53.4 54.4 56.7
∗

52.7 60.6 3.90

NDCG 15.2 18.4 26.7 35.6 37.1 37.6
∗

36.1 39.2 1.60

MovieLens 1M

F1-measure 2.63 2.77 1.53 3.44 3.82 3.92
∗

3.33 5.39 1.46

Hit 36.5 38.2 22.5 42.5 43.3 45.2
∗

42.2 50.1 4.90

NDCG 14.9 15.9 9.78 16.9 18.3 19.2
∗

17.1 22.8 3.60

4.5 Comparison against Baselines
We compare our UGrec model to the baseline methods on recom-

mendation task. The performance results are shown in Table 4.

We first analyze the performance of non-sequential models (MF

and PER) on these datasets. We see that PER shows a better per-

formance than MF on all the evaluation metrics. The reason lies

in that compared with MF, PER can diffuse the user preferences

based on the pre-defined meta-paths, and based on this, PRE has

the ability to build complex types of connections between users

and items, instead of the direct user-item interactions used in MF.

We thenmake comparison between sequential and non-sequential

models. It can be seen that FMC performs better than MF and PER

on the Beauty, Cell Phone, Clothing, and Foursquare datasets, while

performs worse on MovieLens 1M dataset. We assume the potential

reason may be that Makov chain based recommendation is more

suitable in E-commerce and POI recommendation scenarios, where

the short-term relationship between items is more important, while

in the Movie recommendation scenario, users’ long-term tastes on

movie could be more important to provide movie recommendation,

which is consistent with the previous findings such as [23].

We can also see that FPMC performs better than FMC in almost

all cases. Because FPMC considers both the user-item preferences

and the item-item dynamic relationships, this observation shows

that jointly modeling the two perspectives helps to improve the

recommendation performance, which is a good supportive evidence

for the motivation of this work. This is actually not a surprising

observation, and similar results have been shown in previous work

[27, 35, 41].

We also found that HRM performs better than FPMC and Tran-

sRec on all datasets. The reason might be that for FPMC and Tran-

sRec, both of them assume that the sub-models as equally important,

while HRM considers the interaction between two sub-models based

on the max-pooling strategy. However, the max-pooling aggrega-

tion strategy adopted by HRM is applied on embedding-dimension

level, and this makes it difficult to interpret which recommenda-

tion sub-model takes the most significant effect for the prediction.

Besides, the max-pooling strategy is difficult to tune when consid-

ering more sub-models. By using recurrent neural network (RNN)

to capture longer sequential behaviors, DREAM considers more

and much longer interactions between users and items, and obtains

better performance than HRM, FPMC and TransRec among the

baselines.

Finally, by designing the sequential recommendation paths to

model the various types of interaction between users and items,

UGrec has the ability to consider a much wider scope of recommen-

dation algorithms than previous models, and it also removes most

of the illogical paths between users and items. In addition, UGrec

further applies an attention mechanism on each sequential recom-

mendation path, so that it has the ability to learn the significance

of each sub-model to conduct automatic model selection on per

user-item pair level. Experimental results also show that UGrec out-

performs all of the baselines in terms of all the evaluation measures

on the five datasets. Take the Beauty dataset as an example, when

compared with the best baseline (i.e. DREAM), the performance

improvement of UGrec in terms of absolute value is around 1.08%,

4.50%, and 2.58% on F1, Hit, and NDCG, and the relative percentage

improves are 46.9%, 28.7%, and 31.8%, respectively.

4.6 Analysis of Model Learning
As we adopted two learning strategies to approximate our objective

function so as to overcome the challenges in terms model trainingIn

this section, we analyze the effect of these two learning strategies

based on the experimental datasets.



Table 5: Performance of UGrec in terms of F1-score along
with the increasing order of SRPs on the five datasets. All
numbers in the table are percentage values with ‘%’ omitted.

Dataset =1 <=2 <=3 <=5 <=7 <=9

Beauty 1.63 2.52 2.89 2.13 3.22 3.29

CellPhone 3.31 4.12 4.32 4.45 4.51 4.53

Clothing 1.13 2.39 3.22 3.65 3.72 3.81

Foursquare 1.43 4.58 5.32 5.57 5.72 5.73

MovieLens 1M 2.89 4.23 4.67 4.87 5.12 5.31

4.6.1 Limiting the SRP Order. In UGrec we use Sequential

Recommendation Path (SRP) to describe the relations between users

and items. There are usually a large amount of SRPs for each en-

tity pair, and it is impractical to enumerate all the possible paths.

In order to guarantee the computational efficiency of our model,

UGrec limits the order of the sequential recommendation paths

mined from the graph network. Here we analyze the performance

of UGrec when using different orders. Specifically, for each pair

(eiu , e
j
v ), we first test the performance of UGrec by only applying

the first-order sequential recommendation path on the five datasets.

Then we gradually increase the order of sequential recommenda-

tion paths used in UGrec. By this we would like to check how the

performance changes along with the increasing order of sequential

recommendation paths. In this experiment, we tried path order

|p |={1, 3, 5, 7, 9} over five datasets, and the performance of UGrec

in terms of F1-measure is reported in Table 5.

We see that as the sequential recommendation path order in-

creases, the recommendation performance in terms of F1-score also

increases, and the observation is consistent on all five datasets. The

improvement is quite significant when the order increases from 1

to 2. This result is reasonable since when mining sequential recom-

mendation paths with order less than 3, both sequential approaches

and non-sequential approaches are considered by UGrec, and thus

UGrec can conduct model selection to improve the performance.

When considering higher-order sequential recommendation paths

(e.g. |p | > 5), we found that the performance gain between two

consecutive trials decreases, the reason may be that the lower-

order sequential recommendation paths already contain sufficient

information for recommendation, while higher-order paths are less

reliable in describing the user and item interactions. It indicates

that if we continue to mine more high-order paths, it will increase

the computational complexity but will only bring very small per-

formance improvements.

4.6.2 Burn-in Training Policy. To learn the proposed UGrec,

we utilize the burn-in procedure for optimization. One parameter

in this procedure is the number of burn-in iterations, denoted as

nb . Here we study the impact of nb on the final performance. More

specifically, we tried nb ∈ {0, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500} on the Beauty

dataset (other datasets have similar results), and Figure 3 shows

the test performance of UGrec in term of F1 against the number of

burn-in interactions.

As we can see, when setting nb = 0, UGrec does not obtain

satisfactory performance. It means that directly using Eq.(3) to

assign the significance of each path is not a good strategy in the

initial learning procedure. After a “burn-in” period, we can see

Figure 3: Performance variation in terms of F1-measure
(vertical axis) against the number of burn-in iterations (hor-
izontal axis) on the Beauty dataset.

that the performance in terms of F1 increases significantly, and

the reason is that after the period, UGrec has obtained relatively

stable embeddings of the user and item entities. Based on this,

the learning strategy of UGrec then changes from Pr (eiv , e
j
v ) = 1

to Eq.(3), UGrec can continue to adjust the attention of different

paths for each user and item pair. By paying more attention to

the significant sequential recommendation paths, the performance

of UGrec improves significantly. This observation, on the other

hand, further verifies that not all of the sequential recommendation

paths are equally important for user and item pairs in a graph

network [16, 29].

As the number of burn-in iterations nb increases, the perfor-

mance improvement is less and less significant. For example, when

we increase nb from 200 to 300, the relative performance improve-

ment in terms of F1 is about 0.03%. It indicates that after 200 it-

erations, we have obtained relatively stable entity and relation

representations, and if we continue to burn more iterations, it will

bring less performance improvement but larger computational com-

plexity. Therefore, we set nb as 200 on the Beauty dataset and other

datasets in our experiment.

4.7 Analysis over Different Type of SRPs
In this subsection, we study the performance of the special cases of

UGrec introduced in Section 3.3. Specifically, we adopt the three

types of sequential recommendation paths shown in Table 2, which

are {r1}, {e
k
v , r2}, and {r1, e

k
v , r2} that reduce to 1-order (MF/BPR),

2-order (FMC), and 3-order (FPMC/TransRec) models, respectively.

For 1-order model, we take the matrix factorization setting shown

in Section 3.3.1. We then run our UGrec model on each of the three

path types separately, and the corresponding models are denoted

asUGrecmf ,UGrecf mc , andUGrec3, respectively. Performance of

the three models are shown in Table 6.

As we can see,UGrecf mc is better thanUGrecmf in most cases,

whileUGrec3 obtains the best performance comparedwithUGrecf mc
and UGrecmf . This observation is consistent with the result in

Table 4. It verifies that by selecting specific order of sequential rec-

ommendation paths in modeling, the simplified version of UGrec

model (UGrecmf ,UGrecf mc , andUGrec3) is able to obtain similar

performance with the corresponding conventional recommenda-

tion model (MF, FMC, and FPMC/TransRec). The results also show



Table 6: Performance of UGrec when selecting different
types of sequential recommendation paths on five datasets.
All numbers are percentage numbers with ‘%’ omitted.

Dataset Metric UGrecf mc UGrecmf UGrec3

Beauty

F1-measure 1.63 1.71 2.34

Hit 10.9 12.5 14.6

NDCG 5.32 6.98 7.33

Cell Phone

F1-measure 3.31 3.23 3.42

Hit 7.93 19.8 21.5

NDCG 3.82 8.32 10.6

Clothing

F1-measure 1.12 2.03 2.42

Hit 7.53 18.4 19.9

NDCG 2.12 9.33 10.7

Foursquare

F1-measure 1.43 3.35 4.43

Hit 21.1 50.3 53.4

NDCG 16.7 28.3 36.5

MovieLens

F1-measure 2.89 1.35 3.76

Hit 37.1 22.7 38.9

NDCG 15.2 9.91 17.1

that although UGrec maps these conventional recommendation

approaches to sequential recommendation paths in an approxi-

mate manner based on a unique distance metric, it can still achieve

comparable results with the corresponding conventional model by

learning over the same relation type between users and items.

4.8 Analysis of Automatic Model Selection
In this section, we analyze the significance of different types of se-

quential recommendation path over each recommendation dataset,

so as to understand how UGrec conduct automatic model selection

by learning the attention weights of different paths.

Specifically, for each (eiu , e
j
v ) pair that UGrec recommends cor-

rectly in the testing set, we identify the order of the highest-attention

sequential recommendation path. Based on this, we calculate the

percentage of each order. For example, if there are 10 correctly

recommended pairs, and among the 10 recommendations, 2-order

path was learned as the highest attention path for 3 times, then the

percentage of 2-order path will be 0.3. The percentage distributions

on five datasets are shown in Figure 4.

As we can see, 2-order sequential recommendation path captures

the most significant attention on Amazon and Foursquare datasets,

while on the MovieLens dataset, 1-order path captures the most sig-

nificant attention. This observation is interesting and is consistent

with the previous experiments. It shows that sequential behavior

is important for e-commerce recommendation and POI prediction

tasks, because users’ next purchase is usually influenced by what

they recently purchased, and the next place to go usually depends

on where they are currently located in, and similar observations

are also shown in previous literature [7, 23, 27]. Since 2-order paths

have the ability to capture the sequential dynamic relationship be-

tween items, UGrec automatically learns higher attention scores

for 2-order paths.

However, users’ preference on movie types are usually relatively

stable, as a result, the general preference plays amore important role

in the movie recommendation scenario. Since 1-order sequential

Figure 4: Order distribution on the five datasets. x-axis de-
notes the order of the highest-attention sequential recom-
mendation path. Each cell indicates the frequency of the cor-
responding order of sequential recommendation paths.

recommendation path has the ability to match each item with a

user’s overall preference embedding, UGrec learns higher attention

scores for 1-order paths in the movie recommendation task. Overall,

experimental results imply that UGrec is able to learn appropriate

attention weights for the sequential recommendation paths so as to

conduct automatic model selection for a particular recommendation

scenario.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a unified collaborative filtering framework

over graph embeddings (UGrec) for personalized recommendation

and automatic model selection. UGrec formalizes the user and item

interactions in a graph network, and adopts sequential recommen-

dation paths to represent the correlations between users and items.

Mathematically, we show that many conventional recommenda-

tion algorithms can be approximately mapped as a certain type of

such sequential recommendation path. In addition, UGrec lever-

ages an attention mechanism to determine the significance of each

sequential recommendation path so as to conduct model selection

automatically. Compared with state-of-the-art methods, our frame-

work offers significant improvement in terms of recommendation

performance. Further analysis on the attention mechanism also

shows that UGrec can learn reasonable attention weights for model

selection according to a specific recommendation scenario.

UGrec is a flexible framework, except for the entity and rela-

tion types considered in this work, we can also take many other

entity and relation types into consideration. Besides, though we

analyzed how several representative recommendation algorithms

can be covered by the UGrec framework, there are still many other

interesting models that we did not explore. Interestingly, UGrec

could have the ability to cover these models when more entities

types are added into the graph network, and we will further analyze

the relationship between these models and our framework in the

future.
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